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Abstract—Network security management and information risk 

control bring challenges to the existing networks. Traditional 
network architectures are ill-suited to meet the requirements of 
today’s Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
service providers and end users. Software Defined Networking 
(SDN) and Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) are new 
technologies that can provide unlimited opportunities for next 
generation network. Both SDN and NFV technologies are not only 
transforming network infrastructure from complicate physical 
entities to virtual and programmable nodes, but also bringing 
significant changes to the development of ICT. SDN and NFV 
enable software-driven service chain named Service Function 
Chain (SFC), a technology controlling the traffic flow to the 
appropriate applications and delivering an abstract sequenced set 
of service functions according to the various service requirements. 
In conclusion, a novel architecture as a security service platform 
with on-demand virtual network functions is proposed. The 
solution offers a security service function chain that enables ICT 
service providers to provision a dynamic and flexible 
secure service on the SDN network. Advantages of the proposed 
architecture are on-demand, cost effective and flexibility. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  
With the popularization of networking environment, a huge 

number of new attack vectors has emerged in today’s network 
environment, which include: mobile devices, web services and 
cloud applications, Hypervisor, social media, browsers, social 
networks, etc. Network and Information Security Management 
for service provider is facing the new challenges. The future 
development of mobile cloud will leading for growth of the 
variety and quantity of attack vectors. Therefore, the 
construction of flexible and cost effective security protection 
architecture for reducing information security risk and 
enhancing services efficiency, meeting different user’s security 
requirements, and providing security services on-demand 
solution with centralized control and flexible management has 
become the objective of future network security research 
topics[1]. 

The traditional network security devices such as firewall, 
intrusion detection system (IDS), and Internet content filtering 
are mostly deployed at the gates of network to form a physical 
security border. In addition to becoming a huge burden in terms 
of equipment investment and maintenance overhead, this kind 
of deployment way cannot meet the security, manageability, 
portability, and adaptability of rapid response required by future 

network system. The introduction of SDN has brought a 
specific solution for this issue, especially the OpenFlow based 
SDN architecture [2][3]. SDN is originated from the open 
standards-based OpenFlow funded by the Clean Slate Project 
of Stanford University. The research progress of OpenFlow has 
laid down the foundation for the development of programmable 
network, and this standard has become one of the research topic 
of US National GENI (Global Environment for Network 
Innovations) Project and the concept of SDN to be gradually 
formed [4]. The architecture, technical specifications, and 
development of SDN have also been officially launched along 
with the founding of Open Networking Foundation (ONF) 
[5][6][7]. The main purpose of SDN is to solve the problem of 
limitation of traditional network architecture, where the 
network is divided into Control Plane and Data Plane. By 
granting the network administration authority to the software 
controller on the control plane with centralized control 
approach, the network architecture can be re-arranged by 
software program. This kind of control mode has changed the 
limitation of traditional network design in the past. It has been 
withdrawn from existing network architecture and become 
programmable network. With the entire network controlled by 
one single logic point, the centralized control and flexible 
operation of network can be accomplished 

In addition to the attention of SDN, the NFV has also 
become a hot topic recently [8][9][10]. Unlike SDN, the 
purpose of NFV is to solve the problems faced by Internet 
Service Providers (ISP). With the growth of ISP network 
equipment, it will take a long time and cost for searching proper 
deployment plans and evaluating capacity, energy consumption 
and softwarization technology of network equipment in order 
to meet diversified customer demands upon starting new 
network businesses. However, all equipment in existing 
hardware-oriented plans are not compatible and interoperable 
to each other such that a huge amount of equipment cost and 
deployment time consumption may only lead to a small amount 
of profit. In the light of this, NFV decouples network functions 
from underlying hardware so they run as software images on 
commercial off-the-shelf and purpose-built hardware. It does so 
by using standard virtualization technologies (compute, 
network, and storage) to virtualize the network functions. In 
addition to equipment function virtualization, ISPs have also 
tried to upgrade existing equipment with virtualization function 
via NFV technology such that they can flexibly introduce new 
services while reducing capital expenditures and operation and 
maintenance cost for networking equipment. 
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SDN and NFV enables software-driven service chain 
named SFC. SFC is a kind of network technology currently 
under research and development by IETF which is formulated 
by the work groups of IETF Service Function Chain Working 
Group (SFC WG) and Source Packet Routing in Network 
Working Group (SPRING WG) [11][12]. The purpose of SFC 
is to guide the user traffic flow to required service with respect 
to user’s requirements. With this deployment model, the service 
can be topology independent by using SDN technology to guide 
user traffic flows to be processed by different service functions, 
thus forming the Service Function Chain. Along with increasing 
scale of Internet, services are getting further diversified and 
applications are getting more and more complicated. This 
technology will allow service providers utilize network 
infrastructure more efficiently with reduced the cost of 
operation and maintenance of equipment, and to develop 
innovative network information security application and 
service. 

The main goal of this paper is designed a security service 
on-demand architecture based on the SFC technology that 
increase the flexibility of network security service and reduce 
capital expenditures requirements, supporting innovative 
services and applications in the mobile cloud environment. 

Our major contributions are summarized as follows: 
 We designed a security service on-demand architecture 

and ensure proper security controls with SDN security 
solutions. 

 We define the Security SFC operations and scenarios 
over SDN environment. This paper provides the basic 
guide for SFC deployment with SDN and NFV. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section II, 
the background and related works are addressed. Section III 
describe the design of the security service on-demand 
architecture, and the SFC operations and deployment scenarios. 
The last section concludes this paper and addresses potential 
future works in the future networks. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS 
SDN is an approach to building computer networks that 

separates and abstracts elements of these systems. Figure 1 
introduces the basic SDN components, with terminology 
similar to that from the original ONF white paper [13].  

The basic SDN components comprise three layers, 
infrastructure, control and application layers. The infrastructure 
layer (data plane) comprises network elements, which expose 
their capabilities toward the control layer (controller plane) via 
interfaces southbound from the controller. The SDN 
applications exist in the application layer (application plane), 
and communicate their network requirements toward the 
controller plane via northbound interfaces, often called NBIs. 
In the middle, the SDN controller translates the applications’ 
requirements and exerts low-level control over the network 
elements, while providing relevant information up to the SDN 
applications. 

OpenFlow, considered the first SDN standard, which 
provides an open, standards-based interface to control how data 

packets are forwarded through the network [14]. Figure 2 is an 
example to illustrate OpenFlow architecture. The OpenFlow 
provides a basic set of global management abstractions, which 
can be used to control features such as topology changes and 
packet filtering. The OpenFlow technology consists of three 
parts: (1) A flow table in which each flow entry is associated 
with an action telling the switch how to process the flow, (2) A 
secure channel connecting the switch to a remote control 
processor (a controller), allowing commands and packets to be 
sent between the controller and the switch, and (3) an 
OpenFlow protocol provides an open and standard interface for 
the controller to communicate with to the switch. The 
OpenFlow provides multiple benefits including the possibility 
to have the ability to dynamically modify the network 
depending on the requirements, allowing the new rules 
propagation throughout the entire network and another benefit 
is to have a simplification of network management. 

To satisfy the demands on network design and deployment 
as well as service application, IETF is developing a new 
technology called Service Function Chain, which can connect 
the functions of network service by virtual links. The main 
purpose of SFC is to lead the traffic flow of users to their 
required services according to users’ demands. This kind of 
flexible deployment model allows Service Functions like 
Firewall, IDS, IPS, WEB Proxy and others deployed in network 
in any forms, which is topology independent. The Service 
Function Chain is established after mutually-connected service 
functions in the SDN network. SFC technology can bring huge 
reform in the deployment of network service in the future, 
which allows network provider make more flexible dispatch 
and application on service resources, effectively improving 
utilization of service application and reducing costs. The 

 
Fig. 2   OpenFlow Protocol Architecture  

 
Fig. 1   Basic SDN Components  
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combining network security service and SFC can be the basis 
of innovating a new mobile cloud network security service. 

Figure 3 illustrates the flow chart of SFC. SFC is mainly 
utilizing Service Classifier to make identification of different 
traffic flows and then classify them to the corresponding 
Network Forwards for SFC-Encapsulation; then transfer them 
to the Service Forward for a specific Service Function Chain; 
besides the function of selecting Service Function Path, Service 
SFC-Encapsulation also provide information exchanges of 
metadata/context of Forward node in Data plane. The function 
of SFC Proxy is similar to Gateway, which mainly make 
distinctions between the traffic flow of SFC-unware and SFC-
aware functions. For the practical application, due to current 
SFC technology is still at draft status of IETF standard, 
currently SFC still face the service deployment problem in the 
real telecommunication network [15]. 

In the traditional networks, no matter the packet 
requirement is same or not for each traffic flow, they all need 
to go through the same path. While with the technologies of 
SDN and NFV, they can lead different traffic flows to their 
required services according to users’ demands, meanwhile it 
can also inspire the technical research of SFC. From related 
research literatures, many researchers propose various 
implementing mechanism for SFC. In the framework of 
NGSON (Next-Generation Service Overlay Network), Service 
Overlay Network (SON) is a new network service framework 
which is formed by the combination of original service-oriented 
architecture and service delivery platform to realize service 
functions [16][17]. SON makes virtualization of service 
functions which were at entity network, through the service-
oriented method to do flow routing. SON is in the position 
between Services and Underlying networks, while NGSON is 
under the framework of SON, making a design of service 
transfer system for the part of service routing. Through the 
system and its equipment, the flexible deployment and 
management of SFC is achieved. Since SDN technology 
determining the development direction of network, the 
combination of NGSON and SDN will form a combination of 
network resources and service function routing, which can 
achieve a comprehensive management on the future 
network[18][19]. 

The system architecture and operation procedure proposed 
in this paper is about SDN centralized control method covering 
from a single logical point to the whole network that can lead 
traffic flow of users to be processed by different security service 

functions aiming to users’ attachment requirements; while the 
mutual connected service function can also be deployed with 
different SFCs according to traffic categories of users. That will 
improve the efficiency of utilizing network infrastructures and 
reduce costs in maintenance and management of facility 
application, to achieve effective management and flexible 
application of information security strategy[20]. 

III. PROPOSED SECURITY SERVICE ON-DEMAND 
ARCHITECTURE  

In this paper, we focuses on designing control framework of 
SFC traffic flow paths, allowing Flow from source end passing 
a series of customized information security services then 
entering the destination, to ensure that the defense effects of 
network security; and provide flexible customization on every 
link to realize information security service with differentiation 
and optional deployments. 

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the traffic flows are generated from 
the network A and the network B is the destination, each traffic 
flow can through the different service function path to reach 
their destination, the operation of SFC is similar to a mobile 
network value-added services, but more flexibility. Such 
architecture can provide value-added and self-defined services. 

 In consideration of the requirements on network security, if 
we import all service flows for network security testing, though 
it may prevent the flaws of information security, it will also lose 
the service efficiency, For instance in each Service Function, if 
we need to test every Flow, it will cause the delay time among 
endpoints increase and bring influences on the whole service 
efficiency; however, if we can make appropriate deployment on 
network security service according to practical situations, it can 
not only prevent the network security flaws, but also improve 
overall service efficiency; for example, known that streaming 
service is an audio transmission, there’s no need to import that 
traffic flow for network security testing, which can avoid huge 
traffic processing dragging down the service efficiency. 
Therefore a mechanism of mobile cloud network security 
service on-demand is necessary. Moreover, common DDoS 
attack will usually consume service resources to be unable to 
provide normal services. If we can make dynamic allocation of 
Load Balance service with NFV technology, or deploy Botnet 
detecting services for traffic flow, the operation time of the 
system will be extend enough to make counter measures, which 
improves system validity. Therefore not only realizing SFC can 
make a flexible order of the comprehensive services, also 
practicing NFV will bring benefits on the operation and 
deployment of overall service resources. 

 
Fig. 3   SFC Flowchart  

 
Fig. 4   Example of different SFC Traffic Flows’ paths 
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Figure 5 is an example to illustrate security service on-
demand system architecture. To achieve the purpose of security 
service on-demand, first, we have to make relevant network 
security services into software. In this part, we utilizes Open 
Source to deploy and build required network security service 
and transfer these services into Virtual Service Function(VSF) 
templates; these VSFs can dynamically deployment of template 
into NFV infrastructure (NFVI) resources pool and make 
operation through virtualized calculation, storage and network 
resources. While the resources allocation of this resources pool 
management will be through Virtualized Infrastructure 
Manager (VIM) of Security Orchestrator. To realize flexible 
deployment of SFC, we need to determine the role of each VSF 
and its order through Security Function Manager. Once the 
order and applied rules are settled, SDN Controller will be 
notified and upgrading to fit the packet routing table of Service 
Function Forwarder (SFF), then leading every Flow 
respectively. Furthermore, to improve the recognition of traffic 
flow, we will set a Classifier matching with Controller end, to 
identify the property of traffic flow and help with SFC decision 
for Security Function Manager. 

The operation procedure of the security service on-demand 
system is describe as follows. 

(1) The packet from mobile devices will enter SFF for routing 
table query first, if the Flow entry is listed in forwarding 
table, then the corresponding packet transfer will start. SFF 
can be a standard OpenFlow Switch. 

(2) If the Flow has no corresponding routing policy, then the 
packet will be transferred to SFC SDN Controller. 

(3) At the moment, the SFC SDN Controller will make 
analysis on packet property by Classifier and then access 
decision database of Security Function Manager to update 
related information of this packet properties. 

(4) If there is decision information of this Flow in decision 
database, the SFC SDN Controller will turn it into 
corresponding content of routing information and update 
forwarding table of SFF, to ensure that the flow can be 
leaded to corresponding service chain. 

(5) Then the Flow will start designated SFC routing, since 
Security Function Manager has determined the 
corresponding SFC routing to the decision, every 
corresponding VSF can lead flows to next VSF after its 
processing to complete required service chains. 

(6) After the Flow complete all demand service chains, SF 
Forwarder will lead Flow to the destination according its 
original destination location. 

 
The steps above are the operation procedures of security 

service on-demand system. In addition, when any one of service 
chains is interrupted or abnormal, VSF will report to Security 
Function Manager and ask for decisions to SFC SDN Controller 
to deal with the direction of the Flow. Therefore a dynamic 
guiding mechanism of service chain can be realized. Meanwhile 
Security Function Manager can receive external orders itself, to 
make operations on SFC SDN Controller, to change real-time 
routing of the traffic flow. Except provide dynamic 
deployments on information security service chains against the 
Flow, Security Orchestrator also include the management 
mechanism of Security Function Manager, and its operation 
process is as follows: 

(1) Security Function Manager will make judgment on current 
communication according to the updated information of 
packet property by Classifier, if any abnormality is spotted, 
it follows the decision policy to deployment service 
dynamically.  

(2) Security Function Manager decides the categories and 
amount of VSF, if the amount is not correct with current 
deployment, VIM will be notified to make new deployment.  

(3) After VIM receive the notice from Security Function 
Manager, it will load service template into NFVI resources 
pool and report related calculations, storage and network 
resources to Security Function Manager after service is 
initialized. 

(4) Security Function Manager will check NFVI resource 
situation regularly, and make fine tuning on current VSF 
deployment according to NFVI status.  

 

For example, an unknown traffic flow from mobile devices 
entering SF Forwarder, will be directed to SFC SDN Controller, 
if identified as Normal Flow by Classifier, it can directly enter 
restricted area to its destination; if identified as Suspicious Flow, 
then according to decisions, this Suspicious Flow will be 
directed to Virtual Security Function Chaining Pool for SFC 
routing. For example, if with services from IPS and Anti-
Malware Detection, it will direct the Flow to the corresponding 
services orderly. If result turning normal, it will be redirected to 
the restricted area, and Classifier will be notified to mark this 
traffic flow as Normal Flow to avoid later traffic flow going 
through the SFC path. Therefore, besides meeting the 

 
Fig. 5   The Security Service on-demand SFCs System 
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requirements of security detection, it can also improve 
operation efficiency of network security system. Certainly, if 
the Flow has been identified as DDoS attack by Classifier, it 
will be under blocking in SF Forwarder and Security Function 
Manager will be notified to open load balance service to 
increase system availability. Moreover, the system can not only 
be established in networks with different sources and 
destinations, but also can be established in single network to 
operate customized network security service, which includes 
the defense from internet to intranet and security control from 
intranet to internet. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
The emergence of SDN, NFV and SFC presents the 

opportunity transformation ally improve cybersecurity. In this 
paper we design a security service on-demand architecture that 
combined SDN with NFV technology to achieve SFC operation. 
In our design, SFC enables various network functions to 
provide diversity security service for different users, reduce the 
overhead of the manual installation and the risk of service alert. 
Service providers can use this solution to build rapidly and 
flexible security services while simultaneously optimizing the 
usage of compute and networking resources.  
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